THE
EDGE
DISCONNECT
Overcoming security, compliance and cost challenges
to deliver Edge transformation.
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ABSTRACT
Telecoms are struggling to gain mindshare among
enterprises for Edge deployments as IT companies
and technology businesses have become the de facto
sources for service delivery. To disrupt this worldview
and assert their position as Edge experts, telecoms
service providers must shift closer to the end user by
providing not only simple, enhanced connectivity, but
also the development of services/end user-focused
applications, while supporting the customer in tackling
three critical challenges: optimising their Edge
deployments to fulfil security, compliance and
cost-related goals.
In this report, we share insight from new industry research,
which highlights the significance of these drivers for enterprise
Edge adoption across industries. Based on the insights,
we argue that telecoms service providers have a distinct
advantage in seeking to become the trusted partner for
Edge service delivery.
By developing a pre-packaged Edge solution composed of
connectivity and system integration capabilities, as well as an
application platform (which is predicted to provide 59% of the
resulting revenue), telecoms service providers can cement their
place in the new era of enterprise data management.
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INTRODUCTION
Edge is transforming the way in which
enterprises handle, process and deliver data.
The growth of internet-connected devices
and new applications that require real-time
computing capabilities has made secure, reliable
and high-speed network access a necessity.
Today, Edge has become a fundamental and essential
prerequisite for 5G wireless. It will provide enterprises
with the backbone required to connect and support
real-time applications across data-intensive areas such
as sensor-based activity recognition, artificial
intelligence, smart mobility, robotics and video
processing and analytics.
By putting processing capability closer to where the
data is being created, Edge frees up significant data
transmission bandwidth. It will also reduce latency,

lower costs and improve the security of application
data. These benefits stem from the basic premise of
Edge – processing data at the source removes the
need for transport to, and storage in, the public cloud or
other centralised data centre location.
In order for enterprises to be able to seize the
opportunity of Edge, they need the support of service
providers with proven credentials in delivering the
connectivity, IT resources and developer and service
platforms that underpin Edge deployments, and can
help them attain and maximise security, compliance and
cost benefits. This, based on the sectors we examined
alone, amounts to more than $17 billion in market
opportunity for service providers. >
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Providing connectivity services
is in the DNA of telecoms service
providers. Yet they are not frontof-mind for enterprises seeking
an Edge transformation partner.

Our study provides strong indication that the viability
of Edge strategies will ultimately come down to its
impact on the bottom line. Across the six sectors
included in our research, organisations are looking
at Edge as a pathway to reducing data management
costs by up to 20%, as well as unlocking new
revenue streams through new use cases and digital
transformation projects. Delivering only connectivity
therefore won’t allow telecoms service providers to
become a leader in the Edge market; they need to
partner with Edge technology experts to locate the best
new revenue opportunities.
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To reap the rewards of a
fast-expanding market, service
providers must show that they
can tackle the complexity of
Edge operations and boost the
odds of Edge success.

In order to reap the rewards of a fast-expanding market,
telecoms service providers must attack the status quo
to show that they have the requisite experience and
expertise to help tackle the complexity of Edge operations
and boost the odds of Edge success. To offer such value,
they need to form new partnerships to underpin their
capabilities as an Edge application enabler: a one-stop
shop for Edge developer services and applications,
providing solutions based on a deep understanding of
use cases for specific vertical markets.
In this report we highlight how WWT can help telecoms
service providers face the complexity of implementation
and mitigate the risks of positioning as an Edge
application enabler. With expertise in connectivity,
Edge infrastructure and applications at their disposal,
their customers will be well placed to take advantage of
new revenue streams from activities such as enhanced
connectivity and the creation of Edge service and
development platforms.
By showing the unique value they can add to
enterprises, telecoms service providers can stake their
claim on being the Edge integration partner of choice.

Organisations are
looking at Edge as a
pathway to reducing
data management
costs by up to

20%

GETTING CLOSER
TO THE EDGE
In November 2019, we conducted research in
collaboration with Analysys Mason to better
understand enterprise attitudes, needs and
challenges as they relate to Edge. We surveyed
enterprise decision makers (including Chief
Digital Officer, Business Decision Maker, Chief
Operating Officer, Chief Strategy Officer and
Head of Innovation levels) from companies with
more than $1 billion in annual revenues and with
an average of more than $6.7 billion in revenue,
across six industries (manufacturing, transport,
financial services, retail, healthcare and public
sector) and four countries (UK, Germany, USA
and Japan).

The companies included in our study are
headquartered in these four countries. By looking
across markets, our research endeavoured to take
a global overview of the Edge market and capture
the different trends emerging worldwide. Through
our analysis of these businesses we were able to
gain insight into their Edge strategies, identifying any
commonalities in what they want to achieve with Edge,
as well as the unique needs of each sector.
The analysis included in this document reflects the
market’s view, and is in no way influenced by WWT’s
own perspective on Edge.
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Key drivers
for edge
implementations
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All industries included in our research are set to see
major changes as a result of 5G, IoT and, more broadly,
industry 4.0, each of which are creating interest for and
impetus behind Edge. For those surveyed across the
six sectors, security, compliance and cost were the
strongest drivers for Edge adoption. As internal and
external customers expect speed and availability as
minimum standards, being able to deliver data in the
shortest time possible with high reliability becomes
ever more attractive. Yet, it’s the ability to process and
deliver that data in a way which protects its integrity
and produces new cost efficiencies that is driving
decision-makers towards Edge. Focusing in on the
verticals, our respondents provided some revealing
insights on the specific requirements for their
Edge projects:

DRIVERS FOR EDGE BY SECTOR
MANUFACTURING

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Manufacturing plants typically process massive data sets
across their IT and operational systems. This data includes
sensitive information relating to manufacturing processes
and product details. Such trade secrets would be seen
as immensely valuable for cyber attackers. Data security
and privacy (83%) and compliance with applicable
regulations (83%) are perceived as the most pressing
reasons to consider Edge, along with more localised
storage capabilities across plants and other operational
components (78%). Distributing data processes would
help lower the risk of centralised data points, which are
a honeypot for potential attackers.

The financial services sector is currently in a period of
major transformation. Increasing competition and changing
customer behaviours are driving providers of services
such as banking, insurance and investments to redefine
their business models to optimise for speed and cost, all
within the scope of a tightening regulatory landscape.
Decision makers in this area are looking to edge as a
means for reducing in-house IT costs (85%), reducing
data transportation costs (85%) and strengthening their
compliance posture (85%).

HEALTHCARE

The transport industry, which encompasses segments
such as shipping, rail, roads and airways, is largely
characterised by ‘big things that move’. These vehicles
and vessels typically produce masses of information –
often terabytes in volume on a daily basis. The main driver
for decision makers in this sector, understandably, is to
reduce storage costs (88%). Being able to do so via Edge
implementations promises huge cost savings compared
with more conventional storage methods. Respondents
also identified the ability to rationalise disparate systems
from across a transport network on to a common platform
as an attractive proposition (88%).

There has been a sea-change in the healthcare industry,
with far greater emphasis being placed on patient services.
Offering optimal patient service and care has required
a different approach to how records and other relevant
information is managed and stored. This is consistent
with our finding that 77% of healthcare decision makers
see Edge as a means for improving patient experience
and 74% see it as an opportunity to bring fragmented
information on to a common platform.

RETAIL

PUBLIC SECTOR

The complexion of retail is vastly different from a decade
or so ago. Shifting consumer habits, including pervasive
use of mobile and online shopping, has made highly
performant data management a do-or-die part of retail
operations. For decision makers, processing data closer
to the retail locations (and by extension the consumers
themselves) is attractive as a way of reducing the heavy
cost of centralised IT (91%) and bringing a fragmented set
of consumer interactions into a common platform (88%), all
while remaining compliant with regulatory standards (85%).

In recent years, public sector organisations have
emerged as a key target for cyber attack. Sensitive
personal information sitting on legacy servers with often
lax security controls makes the attacker’s job all too easy.
An Edge strategy is therefore appealing to decision makers
seeking to reinvent how data is managed in order to
strengthen security and privacy (78%), as well as to reduce
the cost burden of these legacy in-house systems (75%).
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TRANSPORT

INDUSTRY USE CASES
Our research outlined 90 use cases where Edge will be a key enabler for
enterprise. Of these, we believe those most likely to deliver the greatest
revenue potential are:

MANUFACTURING

TRANSPORT/LOGISTICS

1.
2.
3.

1.

4.
5.

Cobotics, where humans collaborate with robots
Autonomous on-site vehicles
Deep sensor networks for predictive maintenance,
asset performance management and quality control
Cybersecurity
Industrial application platforms

2.
3.
4.
5.

E-transport documentation across logistics chain
and authorities
Telematics for road safety, sensors, instrumentation
and wireless communications
Warehouse robotics
Sensor-based vehicle tracking and maintenance
Intelligent cargo
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In each of these industries, distributing computing through Edge implementations
presents the opportunity to transform data management in line with the realities of
an increasingly connected digital economy. It also provides a technology solution
the empowers new use cases, applications and business models.

RETAIL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bank Branch of the Future
AR/VR-based customer support
Customer mobile apps
Cybersecurity
Telematics

In store AR/VR/Mixed reality
Cybersecurity
Beacon technology
Biometric/cardless cashless payment
Real-time supply chain visibility

HEALTHCARE

PUBLIC SECTOR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.

Telerehabilitation
Personalised apps
Patient-owned healthcare records
Interconnected healthcare systems
AI driven-diagnosis

3.
4.
5.

Public safety
Public structures/buildings monitoring and
preventative maintenance
Holistic citizen services (joined up tax, voting,
utilities, etc.)
Smart or autonomous vehicles
Cybersecurity

It’s the ability to process and
deliver data in a way which
protects its integrity and
produces new cost efficiencies
that is driving decision-makers
towards Edge.
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

A NEW MARKET
EMERGING
Based on the research findings we can
confidently state that enterprise decision
makers are sold on the ‘why’ of Edge as a
means of accelerating their organisations’
broader transformation strategies. We found,
however, that they are typically not quite as well
advanced with the ‘how’: implementing Edge into
their existing IT infrastructure presents significant
challenges. For technical implementation – from
connectivity, to IT infrastructure, to applications
and service platforms – they require the support
of an expert partner.

a technology company to manage their Edge cloud
implementation, and a further 31% said they trust a
public cloud provider most. Only 6% said they would
select a telecoms service provider to support their
implementation.

The data showed that enterprise decision makers
currently see IT companies and cloud service providers
as best placed to help them on this journey. Across the
four markets surveyed, 41% said they’d primarily trust

The research also provided insight into the challenges
that decision makers in each industry face when making
Edge a reality for their business. >

59% of revenues
associated with
Edge will result from
user-facing applications

This highlights the fact that telecoms providers are
typically not viewed as an authority in the Edge space.
They are therefore missing out on a significant new
opportunity, particularly as our research found that
59% of revenues associated with Edge will result
from user-facing applications.
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CHALLENGES TO EDGE ADOPTION BY SECTOR
TRANSPORT/LOGISTICS

Implementing Edge often brings the need to update legacy
software, which risks disruptions across IT and OT systems.
This may require introducing new software capabilities
such as containerisation. As a consequence, 58% of
respondents in manufacturing cited the immaturity of their
Edge cloud software as the greatest challenge to meeting
their Edge requirements, followed by the immaturity of
their Edge management and monitoring software (53%).

Lack of compelling edge-based solutions to date has
dampened enthusiasm in this vertical, evidenced by 60%
of respondents identifying this as their greatest barrier.
Decision makers need to see real-world success stories
if they are to allocate the resources required to pursue
Edge strategies.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
The greatest challenges are presented by security
considerations over how data is maintained and protected
at Edge sources. Indeed, the vast majority of respondents
in this vertical (60%) expressed their concerns on the
security of Edge operations.

THE EDGE OPPORTUNITY

Value

A successful Edge deployment requires three core components:
connectivity, IT infrastructure and applications that can make
new use cases a reality. But while the first two are essential
to the functioning of Edge, they are not where the greatest
revenue opportunities lie.
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MANUFACTURING

PUBLIC SECTOR

Of the six verticals, healthcare decision makers
expressed the broadest range of concerns, centred
around the ability to integrate Edge into their legacy
environments. The immaturity of Edge management
and monitoring software (66%) and the lack of Edge
data centre providers (66%) were the leading factors in
creating challenges on delivering at the scale and level
of robustness healthcare providers require.

Public sector leaders cited the risk of fragmentation of
data (63%) as their greatest concern due to the danger of
adding further complexity to data management processes.

RETAIL
Within the retail vertical, more than half (52%) of respondents
noted concerns around the lack of robust connectivity
to support end points across the network, which may
include retail outlets in low-coverage areas. The roll out of
5G promises to help strengthen connectivity, but may bring
added coverage inconsistencies in its earlier phases.

Across the sectors included in our research, we calculated that
there is more than $17 billion in market opportunity for service
providers between now and 2025. This opportunity arises as
a result of operators playing Edge market roles that fall under
three broad categories: the Edge location owner, the
Edge connector and the Edge application enabler.

These challenges can all be addressed, but to do so
requires the intricate knowledge of architecting and
orchestrating Edge networks to strengthen the business
case for implementation. Across all verticals, the market
is looking for pre-built solutions that can be easily adopted,
supported by the technology maturity to guide
successful integration.
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HEALTHCARE

Each provides compelling opportunities, but we determined that
59% of that $17 billion sits at the level of user-facing application
and service platforms – making the role of Edge application
enabler by far the most desirable for telecoms service providers.
By offering services that are closer to the end-user, service
providers will position themselves to capture a much greater
share of the available revenue.

THE RIGHT
CONNECTION

Cloud service providers and
systems integrators may talk up
their ability to satisfy customers’
connectivity needs, but telecoms
service providers have been
delivering these services
for decades.
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Herein lies the paradox – connectivity is the cornerstone
of an enterprise Edge strategy, yet enterprises don’t
see connectivity providers as the partner they need to
make their strategy a success. Cloud service providers
and systems integrators may talk up to their ability to
satisfy customers’ connectivity needs, but telecoms
service providers have been delivering these services
for decades. They have an innate understanding of the
intricacies involved, and how these can be optimised.
To become the essential Edge partner of enterprises,
telecoms service providers need to demonstrate their
ability to:

1.

Deliver connectivity as an Edge location owner

2. Effectively

integrate Edge with the enterprise’s
current infrastructure, with specific focus
on cybersecurity capabilities as an Edge
connector
3. Focus on the end-user and make deployment
of new Edge use cases and associated
applications easy, enabling ongoing
innovation as an Edge application enabler

Telecoms service providers are well positioned to fulfil
these criteria. They need to show that they have a deep
understanding of how to optimise their deployments for
the nuances of what the enterprise is seeking to achieve,
and the use cases that are most critical. Indeed, if they
don’t look to move closer to the end user by delivering on
developer and service platform needs, they’ll risk losing
out on 59% of the revenue split from Edge deployments.
And as we have seen, they need to show that they can
meet these needs while at the same time optimising for
security, compliance and cost.
They may not have all the requisite skills in-house to
deliver all this. In this case, telecoms service providers
should look to partner with an expert such as WWT. We
can offer pre-built solutions composed of connectivity,
system integration capabilities and ease of deployment
that serves their prospective Edge customer’s needs.
To identify opportunities and strengthen the case for their
involvement, telecoms service providers can lean on
WWT’s support. Working together, we can show customers
that we have a deep understanding of what they’re
seeking to achieve – along with the requisite experience
and expertise to make Edge the dynamic component in
how they manage complex data networks.
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At the heart of an enterprise-grade Edge
network lies connectivity. Fast, secure and reliable
connectivity is essential for the real benefits of
Edge to be realised.

Before service providers can tap into the new value being created
at the Edge, they must identify and understand the vertical use
cases and related applications most likely to gain market traction.
WWT, which works with 70 of the top Fortune 100 companies across
a range of commercial sectors, can offer service providers a firsthand view of emerging vertical use cases.
To succeed, Edge architectures must be easy to consume — for
both service providers and their end customers. WWT’s lifecycle
services model, which supports lab, supply chain and integration
and deployment services, delivers an end-to-end solution that
accelerates time to revenue, improves operational efficiencies and
reduces cost. Once validated in our Advanced Technology Centers,
telecoms service providers can leverage WWT’s global integration
centers (ITC) to integrate applications and customer premise
equipment before deploying fully-built solutions at scale anywhere
in the world.

To succeed, Edge architectures
must be easy to consume –
for both service providers and
their end customers.
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WWT AND EDGE: FULL LIFECYCLE SOLUTIONS THAT
CREATE BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY OUTCOMES
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WWT – BRINGING THE EDGE CLOSER
Extracting value from data
INDUSTRY: Mining
USE CASE: Predictive maintenance scheduling for large trucks
CHALLENGE: A mining company was struggling to ensure
that its trucks were available and performing optimally,
causing a substantial loss to mine productivity.
WWT’S SOLUTION: We combined IoT sensors with Edge
architecture to collect, filter and analyse the data from trucks
in the mining field. The sensors collect more than 10,000
instructions per minute, and this data is cleaned at the
Edge server to provide near real-time feedback to the
mining operators. Part of the dataset is then sent to the
company’s private cloud Hadoop cluster for deeper analysis.
OUTCOME: Using our solution, the customer was able to
identify trucks that were at high risk of engine failure, as well
as to proactively maintain haul trucks before they reached
breakdown point. This helped to increase truck availability
and create greater operating efficiency.

CONCLUSION:
DELIVERING FOR
ENTERPRISE
The new decade promises seismic change in
how enterprises use data to transform business
models, add new capabilities and find new revenue
streams. The shift to distributed data collection,
processing and storage at the Edge is an essential
path towards better data management. Enterprises
that embrace Edge strategies stand to benefit
immensely from the optimisation of cost, security
and compliance in their data operations, and the
new revenues unlocked by new applications and
service platforms. Not to mention the obvious low
latency and ‘real-time’ advantages of managing
data at the source.
All of this, however, will not be fully realised without
the robustness and reliability of premium connectivity.
Telecoms service providers understand the complexities
of connectivity better than anyone, yet simply aren’t front
of mind for enterprise decision makers when it comes to
selecting strategic Edge partners.

With Edge adoption set to explode as 5G networks
become more widely available, now is the time for
telecoms service providers to stand up and be noticed.
To do so, they need to move closer to the end user by
having a deep understanding of their industry and the
expertise to build the end-to-end solutions that industry
requires – from connectivity, to IT, to applications.
WWT is the ideal partner for telecoms service providers
looking to gain mindshare among enterprise decision
makers. We work with our telecoms partners to
augment their existing vertical knowledge, while adding
a set of capabilities that enterprises require, including
cybersecurity and vertical-specific use cases.
Together, we take enterprise customers to
the Edge of what’s possible.
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5 WAYS WWT MAKES EDGE EASY

1

ATC LABS: VALIDATION
AND FASTER TIME
TO VALUE

2

3

ORDER AND
MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT

PHYSICAL RACKING
AND INTEGRATION
OF HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS

5

4

CUSTOM CRATING AND
COORDINATION WITH
CUSTOMER PREFERRED
TRANSPORTATION
PROVIDER

ONGOING RELEASE
MANAGEMENT
SUPPORT ACROSS
THE ENTIRE SOLUTION
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Looking to deliver Edge transformation
for your business? Get in touch to find
out how WWT can help you on your
journey.
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